Abstract. Under advanced tokamak reactor conditions, the Ion-Bernstein wave (IBW) can be generated by mode conversion of a fast magnetosonic wave incident from the high-field side on the second harmonic r esonance o f a minority h ydrogen component, with near 100% efficiency. IBWs have the recognized capacity to create internal transport barriers through sheared plasma flows resulting from ion absorption. The relatively high frequency (around 200 MHz) minimizes parasitic electron absorption and permits the converted IBW to approach the 5th tritium harmonic. It also facilitates compact antennas and feeds, and efficient fast wave launch. The scheme is applicable to reactors with aspect ratios < 3 such that the conversion and absorption layers are both on the high field side of the magnetic axis. Large machine size and adequate separation of the mode conversion layer from the magnetic axis minimize poloidal field effects in the conversion zone and permit a 1-D fullwave analysis. 2-D ray tracing of the IBW indicates a slightly bean-shaped equilibrium allows access to the tritium resonance.
INTRODUCTION
Generation and control of internal transport barriers is central to the development of advanced tokamak reactors. It is generally believed ICRF waves can generate plasma flows through ion absorption; but given the high electron temperatures expected in a reactor, avoidance of electron Landau damping imposes a very low upper limit on usable &n for waves near the fundamental cyclotron frequencies. For example, at T e =l5 keV and f=40 MHz (Q r at £ = 7.9 T), colk^ >2v thte requires k\\ <1.7 nf 1 . Use of higher-frequency ion-Bernstein waves (IBWs) mitigates this problem. As an IBW approaches a majority ion resonance its wavelength becomes less than a thermal ion gyroradius, its polarization is nearly electrostatic, and its radial group velocity becomes very small, leading to large amplitudes. In consequence, strong ion absorption occurs even at higher cyclotron harmonics (n=5, 6, ...). Use of the IBW is also motivated by theory indicating the IBW drives poloidal flow by a ponderomotive mechanism connected to absorption. In addition, if the absorption layer is on the high-field side (HFS), toroidicity converts HFS perpendicular heating to radially separated counter parallel flows on the low-field side (LFS). Experiments on PLT, Alcator-C, PBX-M, and FTU (waveguide antenna) in which IBWs were launched from the outboard edge have yielded confinement increases consistent with IBW-created sheared-flow transport barriers. But direct IBW launch faces many difficulties, including those arising from sensitivity to density and its gradient, sheath effects, parametric decay, ponderomotive density expulsion, and coaxial mode excitation. Generating an IBW by mode conversion from a fast magnetosonic wave (FW) within the plasma offers a favorable alternative to direct IBW launch. It is possible to achieve nearly complete conversion of a fast wave incident from the high-field side on the 2nd harmonic resonance of a small minority (5%) hydrogen component (co=2£l H ) in a D/T reactor plasma. Conversion is negligible without hydrogen, but the amount needed is little more than the residual level present in tokamaks.
CONCEPT
As an example, consider the following model reactor. Assume major and minor radii of ^0=6.5m and a=2.5m, and assume B-l/R with B = 6.07 T at R Q . Choosing / = 200 MHz places <^=5Q r at R = 5 m. The conversion 1 ayer is then slightly to the HFS of the 2Q^/4Q D /6Q T resonance at R = 6m, which, assuming a modest Shafranov shift of 0.5 m, is 1 m to the HFS of the magnetic axis. Lower aspect ratio is desirable as it reduces the separation between conversion and absorption surfaces as a fraction of minor radius and increases Shafranov shift, both of which allow greater separation between the magnetic axis and the mode conversion zone, thereby minimizing 2-D complications. In our scheme, a fast magnetosonic wave is launched from a HFS antenna situated near the midplane into a D/T plasma with a minority H component. A comb-line antenna could provide the desired k^ spectrum: sharply peaked at a low value. At this frequency the wave can propagate in vacuum up to k^ = 4.2 m' 1 , permitting a large antenna/plasma gap. The launched fast wave is unaffected by the 3Q D layer in the low-temperature HFS plasma edge; it next passes through the 5Qr resonance where absorption is also negligible (owing to the relatively long wavelength and high harmonic). On reaching the mode conversion layer some absorption may occur, primarily on hydrogen, but it can be minimized by spectral control and adequate hydrogen density. Transmission is negligible. The modeconverted IBW then propagates back toward the 5Qr resonance.
In our analysis, the conversion dynamics are modelled by two coupled 2nd-order linear differential equations for E x and E y (E z =0) based on a 2nd-order gyroradius expansion. In the limit k\\ = 0 these can be written in the form of the standard tunneling equation, with a tunneling factor given by: 77 = 8. Sincê jioo ^ n l /2 it i s apparent the bulk plasma acts to broaden the conversion zone, i.e., it causes the mode conversion point to move well away from the resonance toward the high-field side. The effect is proportional to the plasma beta if H is at the bulk temperature. For finite k\\, a wave with a not-too-large k\\ encounters the mode conversion point before the 
NUMERICAL CODE AND RESULTS
We have written a 1-D full-wave code to calculate the fields, power absorption profile and scattering parameters for this scenario. The wave modes are independent at the boundaries of the solution interval. B z and ^ both vary as l/(R 0 + x). Since the fast wave is well characterized by a single, real k L at the boundaries, the expression for kinetic flux from weak damping theory is valid for that mode. Therefore the mode conversion fraction can bee omputed by subtracting the transmitted and absorbed p owers from the incident (reflection is negligible on the HFS). Although the code computes absorption only for H, this is reasonable because: i) D absorption is smaller by at least a factor of (n D /n H ) 7400 for the cases considered, and T absorption is always negligible; and ii) cases of primary interest a re those for which absorption is low-for these, any small relative error in absorption will contribute a very small error to the mode conversion coefficient. It must be noted, however, that a number of high-beta cases considered here are beyond the range of high accuracy for equations based on second-order gyroradius expansions and only give qualitative guidance.
The solution interval (xL, xR) is divided in two at xM, a point chosen a bit to the LFS of the mode conversion point. Direct integration yields a transfer matrix relating field values at xL and xM. Invariant embedding is used over the LFS interval (xM, xR) where the IBW modes become evanescent, making straightforward ODE integration numerically unstable in either direction. The original equations are transformed into modal form by a similarity transformation. The mode that grows exponentially to the right, call it IBW + , and the left-propagating FW, call it FW", are both zero at xR. Each is represented as a 
IBW RAY TRACING
As an IBW ray comes close to an ion harmonic, it propagates primarily parallel to B with a sense governed by the sign of ^ = k»B/5. Rotational transform and flux-surface poloidal curvature cause up-shifts in k\\ on one side of the midplane and down-shifts on the opposite side. This process is especially sensitive to magnetic geometry near resonance where |k| becomes very large. In a tokamak with a conventional D-shaped cross section, most ray trajectories on the HFS curve away from the midplane, shifting toward ever increasing values of \k\\\. Consequently, the rays are completely absorbed by electron Landau damping (ELD) before reaching the ion resonance. If the equilibrium has a slight bean shape, with poloidal curvature on the midplane reversing sign between the mode conversion and tritium resonance surfaces, a ray near the midplane in the reverse-curvature region will oscillate in poloidal and toroidal angle and in k\\. Thus, |&j|| can remain bounded below the ELD level, allowing the ray to reach the tritium resonance.
We have written a 2-D ray-tracing code based on the full 3x3 hot-plasma dispersion tensor. Figure 2 shows the k\\ evolution of two rays started 20 cm above and below the midplane, just after conversion. ( RQ = 6.4 m, a=2.2 m, other parameters as above). Both rays have an initial k^ corresponding to 4 m' 1 at the antenna. Reverse shear is modelled using a magnetic pitch angle proportional to radius and set to match the pitch of a q=2 surface at the point where the 5Q^ resonance intersects the midplane. In general, results for reverse-shear equilibria indicate only a very slight bean distortion is needed to assure IBW penetration to the tritium resonance. 
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